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University of California, Santa Barbara, California 
ABSTRACT 
For a square complex matrix A with positive definite imaginary component 
(A - A*)/Zi, this paper studies: Hermitian congruence, distribution of the eigenva- 
lues {or} of A -'A * relative to a line in the complex plane, variational properties of 
the arguments, real parts and imaginary parts of {q}, and inequalities for de- 
terminants and singular values. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
By a strictly dissipative matrix we mean a complex square matrix A such 
that its imaginary component (2i)-‘(A -A*) is positive definite. In [5] we 
have seen that certain properties of a strictly dissipative matrix A (which is 
necessarily invertible) are closely related to the eigenvalues of the matrix 
A - ‘A * which is similar to a unitary matrix. For a strictly dissipative matrix 
A, we study in the present paper: the matrix A -‘A*, Hermitian congruence, 
distribution of the eigenvalues of A -‘A* relative to a line in the complex 
plane, arguments, real parts and imaginary parts of the eigenvalues of 
A -lA*, and certain inequalities for determinants and singular values. 
2. THE MATRIX A - ‘A* 
The fact that for every strictly dissipative matrix A, A -‘A* is similar to a 
unitary matrix [5], can be given the following more precise and more explicit 
statement. 
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THEOREM 2.1 Let A = H + iK be a strictly dissipative matrii, where H, K 
are Hermitian. Let 
U=K’/sA-lA*K -l/2 
Then U is unitary, I- U is invertible, and 
(1) 
A =2iK’/2(I- U)-1K’/2. (2) 
Furthermore, 
K - ‘/2HK -l/2: 
U is the Cayley transform of the Hermitian matrix 
U= (K -l&K -1/2 + iZ)-l(K -‘/2HK -V2- U). (3) 
Proof. That U is unitary is verified by 
= (2i)-‘K -l/“(A -A*)K -l/2= K -‘12KK -1/2= 1, 
By (1) we have 
so I- U is invertible and 
2i(Z- U)-‘= (K1/2A-1K1/2)-1=K-1/2AK-1/2, 
which implies (2). Identity (3) is seen from 
U= (K’/2A-1K1/2)(K -‘/2A*K -l/2) 
= (K -‘/2AK -1/2)-7K -‘/2A*K -l/2) 
= [K -‘i2(H+ iK)K -1/2]-1[K -1/2(H- (K)K -l/2] 
= (K -‘/2HK -l/2+ iZ)-l(K -‘/2HK -l/2- iI). 
A direct consequence of 2.1 is the following statement which will be used 
throughout the paper. 
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THEOREM 2.2 Let A = H + iK be a strictly dissipative matrix of order n, 
where H, K are Hermitian. Let {at} be the eigenvalues of A- ‘A*. Then 
Iail=l, aj#l for l<j<n, (4 
and the eigenvalues of K -l/‘HK -‘/’ are -(l-Recyi)-lIm~j(l < i< n). 
Proof. Let U be the matrix given by (1). As U and A-IA* are similar, 
the eigenvalues { oj} of A -‘A* are also the eigenvalues of U. Since U is 
unitary and I- 7J is invertible (see 2.1), we have Ia.1 = 1 and a.# 1 for 
1 < j < n. Again by 2.1, U is the Cayley transform of k ! -li2HK -i/2, so we 
have 
K -‘i2HK -V2= i(Z- U)-‘(I+ U). 
Therefore the eigenvalues of K - 
Reclli)-*Im~j, 1< i < n. 
‘j2HK -l/2 are i(l-cyi)-l(l+~j)= -(l- 
3. HERMITIAN CONGRUENCE OF TWO 
STRICTLY DISSIPATIVE MATRICES 
As usual, two complex square matrices A and B of same order are said to 
be Hemitian-congruent if there exists an invertible matrix T such that 
B = T*AT. Recall also that A and B are said to be unitarily equivalent if 
there exists a unitary matrix V such that B= V*AV. The main part of the 
next proposition states that two strictly dissipative matrices A and B of the 
same order are Hermitian-congruent if and only if A -‘A* and B - 'B* have 
the same eigenvalues. For the sake of completeness, we include also some 
other necessary and sufficient conditions for the Hermitian congruence of 
two strictly dissipative matrices. 
THEOREM 3.1 For two strictly dissipative matrices A = H + iK and B 
= L + iM of same oro!er, where H, K, L, and M are Hermitian, the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(a) A and B are Hermitian-congruent. 
(b) K -‘12HK -l/2 and M - ‘12LM - 1/2 are unitartly equivalent. 
(c) K - ‘12HK - ‘I2 and M - ‘12LM - ‘I2 have the same eigenvalues. 
(d) K - 'H and M - ‘L are similar. 
(e) K -‘H and M-‘L have the same eigenvalues. 
(f) A-‘A* and B-‘B* are similar. 
( g) A -‘A* and B - ‘B* have the same eigenvalues. 
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Proof We shall prove the following implications: 
(a)+(b): Since 
A = H+ iK = K ‘i2(K -‘/2HK -l/2+ iZ)K’/2, 
A is Hermitian-congruent to K - ‘i2HK - ‘I2 + iZ Similarly, B is Hermitian- 
congruent to M - ‘j2LM - ‘I2 + il. Therefore, (a) implies that 
K - '/'HK -‘/’ + iZ and M -l/‘LM -‘/’ + iZ are Hermitian-congruent. So 
there is an invertible matrix V such that 
This means that 
M-‘/2LM-1/2= V*(K -‘/2HK -l12)V, I= V*V. 
Hence V is unitary, and K - ‘12HK - ‘I2 and M - ‘j2LM - ‘I2 are unitarily 
equivalent. 
(b)*(c): This follows from the fact that two Hermitian matrices are 
unitarily equivalent if and only if they have the same eigenvalues. 
(b)-(d): Since a unitary equivalence is a similarity, (b) implies that 
K -‘j2HK -1/2 and M - ‘j2LM -‘I2 are similar. But K -‘H is similar to 
K -‘/‘HK -‘12, M -IL is similar to M - '/'LM -‘/‘, so K - ‘H and M - ‘L are 
similar. 
[$*($ yd (f)*(g) are clear. 
* : ince 
K-‘A=K-‘H+iZ, M-‘B=M-‘L+iZ, 
(d) implies that K -‘A and M-‘B are similar. Then A-‘K and B -‘M are 
similar. But 
A-1A*=A-1(A-2iK)=Z-2iA-1K, B-‘B*=Z-2iB-‘M, 
so it follows that A-IA* and B -‘B* are similar. 
(c)*(g) can be seen by an argument similar to that used in the proof of 
(d)*(f). 
(g)+(a): Assume that A-‘A* and B -‘B* have the same eigenvalues. 
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Then by 2.2, the Hermitian matrices K -‘/2HK -‘I2 and M -li2LM -Ii2 have 
the same eigenvalues, so they are unitarily equivalent. Let V be a unitary 
matrix such that 
V*(K -‘12HK -l/a)V=M-i/sLM--1/2. 
In view of the relations 
K-1/‘AK-1/2=K-‘/‘(H+iK)K-1/‘=K-l/2HK-1/2+i~ 
and 
it follows that 
V*(K -‘12AK -l/a)V=M--l/aBM--l/s, 
Let T = K - ‘12VM 1/2. Then 
so A and B are Hermitian-congruent. 
4. DISTRIBUTION OF THE EIGENVALUES OF A -‘A* 
RELATIVE TO A LINE IN THE COMPLEX PLANE 
THEOREM 4.1 Let A = H + iK be a strictly dissipative matrix, where H 
and K are Hermitian. Let {ai} be the eigenvalues of A-‘A*. Then for any 
real numbers a, b, c, the number of ai’s satisfying aReai + b Imai + c > 0 
[resp. < 0, = 0] is equal to the number of positive [resp. negative, zero] 
eigenvalues of the Hermitian matrix 
(c+a)HK-1H-2bH+(c-a)K. (5) 
Proof The number of positive [resp. negative, zero] eigenvalues of 
matrix (5) is the same as the number of positive [resp. negative, zero] 
eigenvalues of the matrix 
K -1/2[(c+a)HK -‘H-2bH+(c-a)K]K -U2 
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whose eigenvalues are, by 2.2, 
Since 1 - Re aj > 0 for every j by (4), it follows that the number of positive 
[resp. negative, zero] eigenvalues of matrix (5) is equal to the number of ai’s 
satisfying a Re a1 + b Im ai + c > 0 [resp. < 0, = 01. 
5. A DETERMINANTAL INEQUALITY 
For a strictly dissipative matrix A = H+ iK, where H and K arc 
Hermitian, a result of Ostrowski and Taussky [lo] states IdetA] > det K with 
equality only when H = 0. This inequality can be sharpened to the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1 Let A = H + iK be a strictly dissipative matrix of order n, 
where H and K are Hermitian. Then for any p > 2/n we have 
]detA(P > ]detH]P+(detK)P. (6) 
When p =2/n, there is equality if and only if (K -li2HK -1/2)2 = aI for 
some real number a > 0; or, if and only if all the roots of the equation 
det (H - XK) =0 have the same absolute value. When p > 2/n, there is 
equality if and only if H = 0. 
Proof. Let U be the unitary matrix defined by (1) and let { ai} be the 
eigenvalues of both U and A - A . ’ * B 2.1 we have the factorization y 
A = 2iK ‘i2( Z - V)- ‘K ‘I2 and therefore 
]detA]=(detK)]det(2(1- V)-‘)I 
= (detK) fi 2]1- oil-‘, 
i=l 
or 
IdetA] = (detK) fi 21’2(I-Re~i)-1’2. (7) 
j=l 
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Also, since H=2-‘(A+A*)=2-‘A(I+A-‘A*), we have 
ldetHJ=jdetAlIdet2-‘(I+A-‘A*)[ 
= IdetA fi 2-‘jl+ 31, 
j=l 
or 
IdetHj=ldetAl fi 2-‘/2(1+ReLyi)1’2. 
i=l 
(8) 
Combining (7) and (8) we obtain 
IdetHIP+(detK)P n l+Reaj “’ n I-Reaj “’ 
) detAlP =If( 2 ) +n( 2 ) * C9) 
i=l 
Our hypothesis np/2 > 1 allows us to apply Minkowski’s inequality in case 
np/2 = 1 and Jensen’s generalization of Holder’s inequality in case np/2 > 1: 
Then the desired result (6) follows from (9) and (10). 
It remains to determine the condition for equality in (6). Consider first 
the case np/2 = 1. Since 1 - Re cxi > 0 for all j by (4), there is equality in (10) 
if and only if (1 + Re $( 1 - Re aj) - ’ is independent of j, i.e., if and only if 
Recuj+c=O (1~ j<n) (11) 
for some c which is, by (4), necessarily restricted to - 1 < c < 1. By 4.1, (11) 
is equivalent to 
(c+1)HK-‘zz+(c-1)K=0, 
which is equivalent to 
K-‘~2HK-‘HK-‘~2=(1-c)(l+c)-1z, 
2.30 
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Hence, when p =2/n, equality in (6) holds if and only if (K -‘12HK -1/2)2 
= al for some a > 0. An equivalent formulation of this condition is that each 
root of the equation det (H -AK) =0 is either + a1/2 or - a1i2. In fact, 
(K -‘/sHK -i/2)2= Z ‘f a 1 and only if each eigenvalue of K - ‘12HK - ‘I2 is 
+ a 1/2 or - a112; and, since H - AK = K ‘i2( K - ‘12HK -V2 -AZ) K 1/2, the 
eigenvalues of K -l12HK - ‘I2 coincide with the roots of the equation 
det (H - AK) = 0. Consider now the case np/2 > 1. Again since 1 - Reai > 0 
for each i, equality in (10) occurs if and only if 1 + Re ai = 0 for 1 < j < n, i.e., 
if and only if ai = - 1 for all j, by (4). But ai = - 1 for all j if and only if 
U= -I, i.e., if and only if A =2iK’/2(Z+Z)-1K ‘i2=iK. Hence, when 
p > 2/n, there is equality in (6) if and only if H =O. This completes the 
proof. 
It is easy to see that inequality (6) will be false if p <2/n. Indeed, for the 
strictly dissipative matrix A = (1 + ai)Z of order n with a > 0, (6) becomes 
(1 + us)np’2 > 1+ a np which is true only when np/2 > 1. 
6. ARGUMENTS OF THE EIGENVALUES OF A - ‘A* 
THEOREM 6.1 Let A = H + iK and B = L + iM be two strictly dissipative 
matrices of order n, where H, K, L, and M are Hermitian. Let cq = e”, and 
pi = e“‘i( 1 < i < n) be the eigenvalues of A -‘A* and B - 'B* respectively 
which are so arranged that 
277>w1>w2> .** >w,>o. 
Zf for all x#O, 
then 
(Hw) (Lw) 
(Kx,x) ‘my 
Bj”Wi (l< j<n). (12) 
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Proof. By 2.2, the eigenvalues of K - '12HK - 'I2 are - (1 - Re q) - ’ Im ai 
(1 < i < n). As q = eq, we have 
Since -cot (2- '0) . IS a strictly increasing function of 0 on 0< 8 <2a, we 
have 
-cot(2-‘0,) > -cot(2-‘0,) > a.. > -cot(2-i&), (13) 
which are the successive eigenvalues of the Hermitian matrix K - '12HK - 1/2. 
By the classical minimum-maximum characterization of the eigenvalues of a 
Hermitian matrix, we have for i = 1,2,. . . ,n: 
- cot (2 - ‘q ) = dirnpi _ 1 $3 
(K - “2HK - ““y, y) 
(YTY) ’ 
(4 
where the maximum is taken over all non-zero vectors y in the orthogonal 
complement Cl of the subspace l?., and the minimum is taken over all 
( j - 1)-dimensional subspaces !?. of the n-dimensional unitary space. For 
x = K - ‘/2y we have 
and 
( y, y) = (K “2x, K ““x) = (Kx, x). 
Therefore (14) implies 
(Hz, x) 
- cot t2- ‘Bi) = &$+_ I,‘=$ (Kr . (15) 
By hypothesis, we have 
for all x#O. Then it follows from (15) and a similar relation for the 
eigenvalues 
-cot(2-‘w,) > -cot(2-‘0,) > . . * > -cot(2%,) 
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of M - ‘12LM - ‘I2 that 
-cot(22’8J> -cot(2-+.&Ii) (l< j<n) 
and therefore (12). 
THEOREM 6.2 Let A be a strictly dissipati_ue matrix of order n, and let A” 
be a principal s&matrix of A of or@ n - 1 (A is clearly strictly dissipative). 
Let ai = e iei( i< i< n) and Gi, = e ‘“( 1 < k < n - 1) be the eigenvalues of 
A-‘A* and A-‘A*, respectively. Zf { aj} and { Gk} are so arranged that 
2m>f3,>e2~... >e,>o, 
217>8;>~2> ..* >&_,>O, 
then 
e,h!T,>e,+, (l<k<n--1). (16) 
Proof. Let A=H+iK and A”=fi+il?, where H, K, fi, and r? are 
Hermitian. We have seen in the proof of 6.1 that the successive eigenvalues 
of K - ‘12HK -‘I2 are arranged in (13). They are also the roots of the 
equation det (H - XK) = 0, since 
det(K -‘i2HK -1/2-hZ) =det[K -lj2(H-XK)K -1/2] 
Similarly, 
=(detK -‘)det(H-AK). 
-cot(2-16,) > -cot(2-G2) > * * * > -cot(2-$,_,) 
are the successive roots of the equation det (H - XK) = 0. Since H is a 
principal submatrix of order n - 1 of the Hermitian H of order n, and K is 
the corresponding principal submatrix of the positive definite HeLmit@ 
matrix K, it is well-known (see e.g., [7, p. 681) that the roots of det (H-AK) 
= 0 separate those of det (H - hK) = 0, i.e. 
-COt(2-lek) 2 -cot(2-1Q > -cot(2-l&+r) (liken-1). 
As -cot (2- ‘0) is a strictly increasing function of 8 on 0 < e < 27r, this 
implies the desired inequalities (16). 
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7. REAL PARTS OF THE EIGENVALUES OF A -‘A* 
THEOREM 7.1 Let A = H + iK be a strictly dissipative matrix of order n, 
where H, K are Hewnitian. Let { ai} be the eigenvalues of A -‘A* and 
P= (HK -‘H+K)-I. (17) 
Then {2- ‘(1 - Recu.)} are the eigenvalues of both Hermitian matrices 
K ‘12PK ‘I2 and P1/‘KP’/2. Furthermore, if { ai} are so arranged that 
Rea,>Rea,> .** >Rea,, 
then for j=1,2,...,n: 
and 
1-Reati . -Im(A-‘x,x) 
= 
2 dim?? - 1 ry$ (K-%,X) ’ 
(18) 
Proof, Observe first that since K is positive 
therefore P are positive definite. We have 
definite, HK - ‘H + K and 
so P is the imaginary component of A - ‘*: 
(2i)-1(A-‘*-A-‘)=P. (20) 
By 2.2, the eigenvalues of K - 
Since 
‘12HK -‘I2 are (Req- 1)-‘Imq, 1 < i < n. 
K’/2pK’/2=[K-‘/2(HK-1H+K)K-‘/2]-1=[(K-’/2HK-1/2)2+I]-1, 
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the eigenvalues of K ‘i2PK l/2 are 
[(Req-l)~2(Imai)2+l]-1=2~1(l-Rea,) (l< j(n), 
AS 
p1/2&/2 = p’/2K l/2( K ‘/2pK 1/2)K -‘/2p - l/2, 
P’/2KP’/2 and K ‘i2PK ‘I2 are similar, so they have the same eigenvalues. 
Since the eigenvalues 2- ‘(1 - 1 < i < n, of K ‘j2PK ‘1’ are arranged 
in increasing order, we have by the classical maximum-minimum characteri- 
zation of the eigenvalues of a Hermitian matrix: 
1-Req , (K ‘j2PK ‘/“Y,Y) 
p= 
2 climTyf - 1 y’=s (YPY) 
which is precisely (18), as (Px, x) = - Im (A - ‘x, x) by (20). Similarly (19) 
follows from the fact that {2- ‘( 1 - Re$} are the eigenvalues, arranged in 
increasing order, of P’/2KP’/2. 
The next lemma will be needed in the proof of 7.3. 
LEMMA 7.2. Let A,B be two arbitrary camplex square matrices of order 
n, and let C = aA + bB, where a, b are complex numbers such that 1 aI2 + 1 b12 
< 1. Then for any positive semi-&finite Hermitian matrix K of order n, the 
Hermitian matrix A*KA + B* KB - C* KC is positive semi-definite. 
Proof. It will be convenient to use the notation H, > H, to indicate that 
the difference H, - H, of two Hermitian matrices H,, H, is positive semi- 
definite. Using C= aA + bB, (aI2 + 1 b12 < 1, and K > 0, we have 
A*KA+ B*KB- C*KC 
=A*KA+B*KB-(ZA*+bB*)K(aA+bB) 
=(l-laJ2)A*KA+(1-Ib12)B*KB-iibA*KB-&aB*KA 
> (b(2A*KA+Ja(2B*KB-abA*KB-6aB*KA 
=(bA*-aB*)K(bA-iiB)>O. 
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THEOREM 7.3 Let A = H+ iK, B= L+iK and C= M+ iK be three 
strictly dissipative matrices of or&r n with the same imaginary component 
K. Let {ai}, { Pi>, and { yi} be the eigenvalues of A -‘A*, B -lB*, and 
C -lC* respectively, which are so arranged that Reai > Reai+i, RePi 
> Repj+i, Reyi > Reyi+l for 1 < j<n-l.IfM=aH+bLwithrealnumbers 
a, b such that a2 + b2 < 1, then 
i $ ((l-Re~i)-‘+(l-Re~i)-l-(l-Reyi)~l) >i 
1=1 
(21) 
holds for 1 < k < n. 
Proof. By 2.2, the eigenvalues of the matrix K - ‘/2HK - ‘HK - ‘I2 
= (K - ‘/zHK - 1/2)2 are (1-Re~~~)-~(Imcr~)~=(1+Re~~)(l-Rea~)-~, 1 < j 
< n. Since Reaj B Rea/+ 1 and 1 - Re ~yi > 0 (see (4)), we have 
for 1 Q i < n - 1. Hence by a maximum property of the sum of the first k 
eigenvalues of a Hermitian matrix (see [3] or [l, p. 771, [6, p. 5451, [9, p. 114]), 
we have for l< k<n: 
$ (l+Reai)(l-Reej)-‘= (%:m~~,/ /$r (K -‘12HK -‘HK -‘/“yi) (22) 
j=l 
where the maximum is taken over all systems of k orthonormal vectors 
xi, $, * * . ,x,* On the other hand, by 7.2, our hypothesis M = aH + bL with 
a2 + b2 < 1 implies that 
HK-‘H+LK-‘L-MK-‘M 
is positive semi-definite. Consequently, 
is also positive semi-definite, so 
(K -‘/2MK -‘MK -1/2x,x) <(K -‘12HK -‘HK -“2x,x) 
+ (K - ‘j2LK - ‘LK - “2x,x) 
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holds for every vector x. Then we derive from (22) 
i (l+Reyi)(l-Rey,)-‘= ,,:~s,, j~~(K-1’2MK-1M~-1’2x~.~~) 
i=l 
< (*,nl3x+ $ (K _“SHK _‘HK -““Xj,xi) 
P i 
or 
i (l+~ey~)(l-Re$-~< i (l+Recu()(l-Req)-’ 
j-1 i=l 
which, after simplification, becomes (21). 
8. IMAGINARY PARTS OF THE EIGENVALUES OF A - ‘A* 
As a companion of 7.1 we have the following result: 
THEOREM 8.1 Let A = H + iK be a strictly dissipative matrix of order n, 
where H, K are Hermitian, and let 
P=(HK-‘H+K)-l. 
Let {a.} be the eigenvalues of A -‘A*. Then { -2-11mcY,} are the eigenva- 
lues o f the matrix P’12HP l12. Furthermore, if { ai} are so arranged that 
Ima,>Ima,> *** >Imcu,, 
then for j = 1,2,. . . ,n: 
Im ai . Re(A-‘x,x) 
- - = ,,7q _ 1 x’=l$L 2 (K-%,x) ’ 
(23) 
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and 
Im ck 
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(24) 
Proof. Let U be the unitary matrix defined by (1). From (2) we have 
K’/2*-1~1/2,(2i)-1(z- u), 
and therefore 
K1/2(A-1+A-1*)K1/2=(2i)-1(Z- V)-(2i)-‘(Z- U’) 
=(2i)_‘(CT*- u). (25) 
As the eigenvalues {c+} of A -‘A* are also the eigenvalues of the unitary 
matrix U, the eigenvalues of K’/2(A-1+A-1*)K1/2 are by (25), (2i)-1(oIi- 
tii) = - Im aj(l < j < n), which are arranged in increasing order. Then we 
have for i = I, 2,. . . ,n: 
-Imq= 
. (K~'~(A-~+A-~*)K~'~~,Y) 
&myyj - 1 ,‘=‘E?L (Y*Y) 
= max 
min ((A-‘+A-‘*)x,x) 
dime-~-l ZEel (K-%,x) ’ 
which is precisely (23), since ((A -‘+ A -‘*)x,x) = 2Re(A -!r,x). 
Let B=A-l*. We have (2i)-‘(B-B*)=(2i)-‘(A-1*-A-‘)=P (see 
(20)). Thus P is the imaginary component of B, and B is strictly dissipative. 
Since B -‘B* =A*A-‘=A(A-‘A*)A-’ is similar to A-‘A*, the eigenvalues 
{ c+} of A -‘A * are also the eigenvalues of B - ‘B*. We have seen above that 
the eigenvalues of K ‘j2(A -’ + A -i*)K ‘I2 are - Irnot (1 < j < n). Therefore 
the eigenvalues of P ‘12( B - ’ + B - ‘*)P’/’ are also - Im ‘yi (1 < i < n). But 
P1/2Hp1/2=2-1p1/2(A+A*)P l/2=2-lp1/2 
( 
B -‘+B -l*)pl/Z 
, 
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so the eigenvalues of P ‘/2HP ‘i2 are - 2- ’ Im cui (1 < j < n). Therefore 
_ _ = max min (p”2Hp”2Y$/) Im ai 
2 dime=/-1 y~ftl (Y>Y) 
. (Hx,x) = 
This completes the proof. 
9. INEQUALITIES FOR SINGULAR VALUES 
For a complex square matrix A, the eigenvalues of the positive semi- 
definite square root (A*A) l/2 of A*A are, as usual, called the singular values 
of A. We shall denote the singular values of a complex square matrix A of 
order n by si(A), 1 < i < n, and assume that they are arranged in decreasing 
order: 
s,(A) > s,(A) > . . . > s,,(A). 
THEOREM 9.1 Let A = H + iK be a strictly dissipative matrix of order n, 
where H, K are Hemitian. Let the eigenvalues { ai} of A -‘A* be so 
arranged that 
Rea,>Rea,> ... >Reol,. 
Then for any three integers i >Q,k>O,l >O with j+k+l<n, we have 
and 
bj+k+l+l (A)12~2(1-Re~1+l)-1s,+l(K)s~+l(K)y (26) 
(27) 
In particular, for i = 1,2,. . . ,n: 
2(1-Recu,)-‘s,(K)si(K)<[si(A)]2<2(1-Real)-1sl(K)sj(K). (28) 
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Proof. Let U be the unitary matrix defined by (1). By 2.1 we have 
A=2iK’/‘(I- U)-lK’/s. 
According to an inequality for the singular values of a product of matrices 
([4] or [2, p. 10891, [B, p. 29-30]), the last identity implies that 
The singular values of the positive definite Hermitian matrix K coincide with 
its eigenvalues, and ++r(K 1/2)= [s~+~(K)]~/~, The singular values of the 
normal matrix 2i(Z - U)- ’ are just the absolute values of its eigenvalues; 
they are 2]1- ai]-‘=21/2(1 -Re(ui)-1/2, 14 i < n. Thus [sl+1(2i(I- U)-l)12 
=2(1-Real+,)-‘, and (29) becomes the desired inequality (26). 
Next from the identity 
A-‘= (2i)-lK -r/2(1- U)K -112, 
we have 
q+k+~+lw) G ++1 (K -1/2)s1+l((2i)-1(Z- U)).S~+~(K 
Then (27) follows from (30) and the following relations: 
aj+k+l+l(A -‘) = b-i-k-I(4-: 
s~+~(~C-‘/~)=[S”_/(K)]-~‘~, 
1’2). (30) 
Finally, (28) is just the case k = Z= 0 of (26) and (27). 
THEOREM 9.2 Let A = H + iK be a strictly dissipative matrix of order n, 
where H,K are Hermitian and let 
Q=HK-‘H+K. (31) 
Then 
sf(K)<si(A)<sl(Q) (l< j<n). (32) 
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Proof. Observe first that the singular values s/(K) of the positive definite 
Hermitian matrix K coincide with its eigenvalues; and that the eigenvalues 
of A*A are [si(A)12, 1$ i < n. Let yr, ys, . . . , y,, be n orthonormal eigenvec- 
tors of A*A such that A*Ay,.= [sj(A)]‘yi, 1 Q i < n. Then by the minimum- 
maximum property, we have for i = 1,2,. . . ,n: 
s#) < 
,,;al: (Kw) 
(X,y,)=ofork< i-1 
[si(A)12= 
,,7% 
(A*AX,X). 
(X,yk)=Ofork< i-1 
Since we have for ]]x]] = 1: 
(Kx,x)=Im(Ax,x) G I( C IIAxll-llxll 
= ]]Ax]] = (A*Ax,~)ll~, 
it follows that sj(K) < +(A) for 1 < i < n. 
Next, in the proofs of 7.1 and 8.1 we have seen that A -‘* is strictly 
dissipative and that its imaginary component is (HK - 'H + K)-’ = Q - ‘. 
Hence the desired inequality sj(A) < si( Q) follows from s,,_ i+ r( Q - ‘) 
< s,_~+~(A-‘*) (which is obtained by applying the result just proved to 
A-‘*) and the relations [si(A)]-I= s,,_~+~(A-‘*) and [si(Q)]-r 
=G-~+LQ-~). 
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